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WHERE DID MY
MOTIVATION GO?

Has your motivation disappeared?
We have written about motivation before in Wellbeing With
Heart, however new research is showing that one of the
most significant outcomes of this ongoing pandemic for
students is low motivation. This is no surprise because here
at school we are hearing this from students from all year
groups: from Year 7s through to Year 12s. Dr Lisa Damour
suggests* that if this year were a meal, it would be all
vegetables and no dessert!
Motivation is understood to be both intrinsically and extrinsically driven. Intrinsic is one’s inner desire to
get something done because of a deep genuine interest, often where one is in a state of flow and
enjoyment.Doing something where you are lost in it! Extrinsic is for the praise, or grades and awards,
where others notice what we are doing. A healthy motivation system is said to be one built on intrinsic
drivers supported by positive extrinsic feedback. ** Home learning, when there is no instant feedback from
teachers and no known end point, can be really demotivating. So what can we do during these times, when
realistically, we simply do not know what the new normal will be like when school goes back?

5 TIPS FOR FINDING YOUR
MOTIVATION
1. Cultivate intrinsic motivation
Really dive into what your passions are, so that you
know what it is that you love. Whilst not all school work is
your passion, diving into passions afterwards can be so
energising!
*Source: Damour. L., https://www.nytimes.com/2020/03/19/well/family/coronavirus-covidteenagers-teens-parents-kids-family-advice.html
**Source: Bauld, A., 2021 https://www.gse.harvard.edu/news/ed/21/05/my-get-and-go-got-andwent

5 TIPS FOR FINDING YOUR MOTIVATION
2. Blend with sincere extrinsic motivation
Show those closest to you what you have and have them
praise you if that helps. Adults often need training to know
how to help and what support you need. Don’t leave them
guessing because inevitably they’ll get it wrong!

3. Notice when you are checking out and
take a break ready to return to work.
4. Speak with people you know
about what works for them. (ie: Don’t get all your answers
from Google) Do they have a check list? Do they do the
easiest tasks first to punch them out, then focus on the
harder tasks?

5. Try new ways to motivate yourself
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Does the 🍅 Pomodoro Technique of 25min bursts of
work then a genuine break help?
Does having someone to study with fight the dullness of
isolated learning? (Find a proactive study buddy!)

Could you set up a time lapse video to keep you on
task?
Is studying in amongst others and noise helpful? We
know of a young person who studies for his HSC on the
dining room table in amongst the sibling chaos and meal
preparation. He does this because he doesn’t like being
alone and he feels it keeps him accountable.
Does a rewards system work for you? Could finishing
some work and then online shopping for those new
shoes work?
Make your goals and study timetable public. You’ve
made an open promise to get it done and other can see
what you are doing (or not doing and help you get back
on track!).
Do the balancing act – study and life. Study is not about
the amount of time you do, it is quality over quantity!
Punch out the work you need to do then do the fun
stuff!
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*Source: https://www.reddit.com/r/GetMotivated/comments/l1ywgm/image_if_you_get_tired_learn_to_rest_not_to_quit/
**Source: Cronin. B., https://www.gse.harvard.edu/news/ed/21/05/my-get-and-go-got-and-went
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